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" ... a time for continuing refinement ... "

FRONT COVER- The artistic sweep and traditional architectural
dignity of the Light Fine Arts building entrance is captured in
this view by Douglas Lyttle, Kalamazoo photographer. More
details about Kalamazoo's newest academic building are found
on page 12.
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An exciting feature of the Light Fine Arts building is the unique
"open" stage in the Dorothy Dalton theater. Designed by James
Hull Miller of Shreveport, La., the stage features a split unit.
The front section may serve as an elevator which can be lowered
to provide a sunken orchestra pit, can be adjusted to increase
the floor space of the 406-capacity auditorium, or can be used
to bring heavy equipment from the lower levels onto the stage.
The latest in lighting and sound systems ranks the theater as
one of the best-equipped in Michigan.
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This past year brought to an end the transitional
period from a college of two semesters to a four-quarter
program in which off-campus periods are staggered
over the seasons. It was a time of continuing refinement in the year-around program. Concentrated attention was paid to the elimination of irregularities in
our unique plan.
After three introductory years, the four-quarter
college is now an established fact. Almost every evaluative yardstick indicates that we have achieved gratifying results. Nine different waves of students have
studied abroad, with negative responses minimal. The
career-service quarter continues to evoke a very favorable response from students. It has created in their
minds a clearer image of the business world and has
fostered a greater dedication to service.
The senior thesis-research quarter has caused some
frustration, primarily because of the difficulties of identifying projects of a two-unit scope. Consequently, in
the past spring too many individual theses were incomplete at the expected deadline, a situation which must
be rectified in 1965.
Since high school students have shown little interest in acceleration, the faculty has voted to drop the
three-year track as an established facet of the program.
We have found, too, that students were loath to sacrifice
the excitement of their off-campus quarters in order to
speed up their graduation.
The intellectual competence of the undergraduate
group remains at a high level. Altogether, 54.4% of the
freshmen class ranked in the top 10%of their high school
groups and 93%in the top third. In the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Boards, the median of the
freshman class was 600 in the verbal and 614 in the
mathematical. The Class of 1964 numbered !56, exactly 50%of whom are continuing in graduate school,
with 48%of the latter group qualifying for some type of
financial assistance. Actually the percentage of the

class entering graduate school dropped this year primarily because nearly 5% joined the Peace Corps. This
development reflects the growing interest of students
in service and world outreach which is being stimulated
by the Kalamazoo plan.
The year is meaningful only in the backdrop of
the patterns of the next decade as spelled out in the report to the Ford Foundation. This study was designed
to offer the College the program and undergirding
which will sustain Kalamazoo among the nation's leading liberal arts institutions. The Board of Trustees reasoned that our responsibilities to higher education required that the College double its enrollment in the

decade, moving from 630 to 1320. One half of the increase will be accommodated through the efficiencies
of the four-quarter plan; the remainder will come
through expansion of facilities. Certain physical needs,
su'ch as the new library, were apparent in the college of
630. Others, such as new dormitories, are included because of the planned increase in enrollment.
But buildings do not a college make. The institution of the future will be no stronger than its personnel:
With this thinking in mind, the Ford projection placed
top priority upon scholarship funds to enroll superior
students. It laid equal emphasis upon faculty salaries
to hold a superior staff. It envisioned a sharp thrust
ahead in departmental budgets to insure the extras
which make the difference between the good and the
superior. And finally, as a climax to six months of study,
the Ford Foundation endorsed our projections by offering a matching challenge grant of $2,200,000 provided
Kalamazoo College raise the sizeable sum of $5,500,000
during the next three years.
The Ford Challenge had a profound effect upon
the past year. Internally, we geared our thinking and
patterned our programs to conform to the projection.
Nearly $100,000 alone is being invested in academic enrichment through the purchase of an IBM 1620 com·
puter and through the sponsoring of a Fine Arts Festival, a repertory theatre, and an off-Broadway stage production. The beginnings of a collection of objects d'art
is under way. Scholarship funds have already been enlarged 20%. Faculty grants have been supported more
fully than in previous years.
Externally, the College family has accepted "'the
Ford Challenge with determination. During the first
of the three years the College has received in gifts and
pledges a surprising total of $2,415,000. Legacies from
the estates of Sarah DeWaters, E. A. DeWaters, Cora
Miller, Edith E. Pettee, Nina Smith and Edith Marvin
form the backlog of the gifts of the year. Payments of
pre-Ford pledges, subscriptions of life income contracts, and several additional gifts lifted our figures to
a most encouraging level. Meanwhile, the 24th Annual
Fund reached $153,381 from 2760 donors, which represents the largest amount ever raised and the most
donors ever contributing.
Plans were laid for the all-out thrust which will be

necessary to meet the Ford matching figures. At its
spring meeting, the Board of Trustees endorsed a capital gifts campaign for $2,500,000 during 1964-65 designed to "break the back" of the Foundation's challenge. In the initial summer of campaigning, new
pledges grew to nearly $900,000. Thus at year's end it
seems fair to say that the campaign is receiving a very
favorable endorsement.
It was a period of extensive physical expansion.
The College completed and dedicated the beautiful
Light Fine Arts Building which includes the Dorothy
Dalton Theatre, resurfaced and lighted Stowe Tennis
Stadium, enlarged the several service lines required by
an expanding campus, air-conditioned Welles Hall and
the offices in Bowen Hall, and built a new dormitory for
women. Meanwhile, plans and specifications for the
new library and for an additional men's dormitory near
completion. In addition, the College purchased the
Prange home at 143 Bulkley, the Blair residence at
1220 Academy, the Reinhold apartments at 120 Catherine, and the Nuss house at 136 Thompson. These acquisitions are in accord with the plan to develop a second quadrangle to the north of the present campus.
The financial position of the College remains
sound. In fact, a perusal of the institution's assets and
liabilities indicates that the College is now enjoying its
most affluent period. The budget of the year, in contrast to the two previous years of the transitional per-

ior, ended in the black. The operating surplus as of
September 30, 1964 stood as $25,513 in the instructional
section and $102,183 in the general. Henceforth the
efficiencies of the year-around college should ease the
budgetary load. In the interim, the College continues
to strengthen its financial position. A total of $800,878
was added to the endowment and permanent reserves,
lifting the book value of the portfolio to $7,239,843. The
market value of these reserves reached $8,501,778.
Before concluding the review of the year, one important fact should be interjected, lest the emphasis of
the College be misinterpreted. The vitality of the academic program of Kalamazoo still resides in the oncampus quarters. The ten terms on the quadrangle remain as the core of the year-around plan. It is here
that students are aroused intellectually; that they are
challenged to stretch their minds; that they choose their
majors and learn to pursue them vigorously. The offcampus quarters offer an enriching experience, though
they might rightfully be termed only the "frosting on
the cake." This is not to belittle their importance. Our
constant references to them by voice and printed word
speak to our belief in their value. At the same time,
the educational strength of Kalamazoo College continues to be found in the classroom, where the pace has
been stepped up by the three-course and quarter plan,
and where the impact of professor upon student remains as the heart of the academic offering.
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On-Campus Life Reflects

Dr. Hicks congratulates Gene Tidrick of Kimbolton, 0. for his
outstanding scholarship during commencement. Gene was the
first in 10 years to earn all A's throughout his college career.
He is attending Harvard.

Academic Enrichment

Although foreign study, the Career-Service quarter and senior research quarter are vital off-campus
phases of the college's full-year program, the heart of
the four-quarter curriculum is centered around "The
Quad." Academic excellence is stressed throughout
the required ten on-campus quarters. Academic enrichment keeps the intellectual life buoyant and varied.
Visiting lecturers in all fields , new courses, and dozens
of dramatic, musical, social and scholarly events added
spice to the academic diet. Everything from avant
gar de theater to politics and Picasso was included. Pictured here are only a few of the year's on-campus highlights. Some were transient. Others were permanent.
All enhanced Kalamazoo's liberal arts tradition.
John Crowe Ransom, distinguished American poet-critic, (above)
widened literary horizons for everyone who heard him lecture
and read from his collected works during a two-day visit to the
campus last March.

Rockefeller supporters (left) demonstrated loudest and longest
during the spirited mock Republican convention in April, but
Henry Cabot Lodge won the nomination on the third ballot.
Ten French students (lower left), sponsored by The Experiment in
International Living program, lived on-campus for two weeks last
summer. Juniors preparing to study abroad and seniors who
studied in France last year were among the first to welcome
them.
Dr. Raymond Hightower, academic dean last year, greets five
students and a professor from Shaw University, a Negro Baptist
institution in Raleigh, N. C. The group were College guests for
a week in April as part of a North-South exchange program
sponsored by the American Baptist Convention. Five Kalamazoo
students and a professor had visited Shaw during the previous
week.

Mrs. Dorothy Dalton (right, above) trustee whose name graces
the new theater in the Light Fine Arts building, toasts two student actors during a reception for her following a performance
of "The Firebugs" last August. The firemen were John Bolin of
Dearborn (left), and Gary R,ector of Toledo, 0. The avant garde
play was one of five presented last summer by a repertory
theater company composed of Kalamazoo alumni who had been
outstanding actors during their undergraduate days. Mrs. Nelda
K. Balch, Theater Arts and Speech dept. chairman, directed the
company. At right is a scene from the same play featuring
(from left), Walter Ash (Class of '62), Larry Fisher (Class of '63),
and David Rockhold of Princeton, visiting chaplain's assistant.

Funds for a round-trip fare and summer campus visit by Walter
Christoph, Muenster school official, were raised by grateful "K"
students who studied there. Here they bid him farewell.

Kalamazoo's new IBM Model 1620 computer became operative
last summer. At left is Computer Center Director William Jenson.
Primarily for instructional use, it also will aid business office.

Study Abroad

156 Sent to Nine Centers

Street guides in dozens of cities throughout Europe, including
this one in France, were checked by sightseeing Kalamazoo
students during their holiday travels.

Since 1962, the college has been sending students
abroad for six months of study for academic credit.
Last year 156 juniors studied in nine foreign university
centers. These included locations in Bonn, Erlangen
and Muenster, Germany; Caen and Aix-en-Provence,
France; Madrid, Spain; London, England; Sierra
Leone, West Africa, and Beirut, Lebanon.
Every student who enrolls in the college has an
opportunity to study abroad during his junior year.
Some sophomores and juniors elect to spend only one
quarter studying in a foreign country so that they may
take more on-campus courses. Fifty were sent to four
university centers in foreign lands last spring.
Their personal preference and foreign language
proficiency determine where students will be sent.
Most enrolled in European centers live with families.
All basic living costs and round-trip transportation are
provided by the college.
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Dr. and Mrs. Sherrill Cleland (at rear) visited with the six students (shown in native dress) who were attending the American
University in Beirut, Lebanon. Dr. Cleland, now dean of academic affairs, was serving as economic advisor to the Jordanian
government. At right are five of the group touring Roman ruins
in Jordan. Four of them made the dean's honor list during their
nine-month study period in Lebanon .

Most students became fast friends of the families they lived
with during their six-month term abroad.

Students in Muenster, Germany, and other foreign study centers
found newspapers the easiest media to understand during the
first few months.

Roman ruins in France provided traveling Kalamazoo co.eds with
authentic historical perspective.

..

lndelibile memories of a bullfight in Madrid were among impressions gathered by these four co-eds.

Dr. David Nicol, princrpal of Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone,
was honored during Founder's Day on the Kalamazoo campus.
With him is Dr. Richard Stavig, director of the foreign study
program. The distinguished African educator's visit symbolized
the close ties developed between the two colleges. Six "K" students studied at Fourah Bay last year. Two (right center) are
shown during a visit to a bank in Freetown. Another, Bertha
Doleman of Darby, Pa ., (right) watches a game of "lyo."
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William Mollema of Owosso, Mich., an experienced organ builder,
combined his mechanical and musical talents to construct this
portable Baroque organ for the Fine Arts building during his
C-S quarter. The gifted physics major began planning the
$15,000 project in 1963 when he studied in Muenster, Germany.
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Students worked in 45 cities, 17 states located on this map during their Career-Service quarter.

Career-Service Highlights

C-S Experiences Vary in Location, Scope

184 Work Off-campus during Spring Term

Linda Plein of Detroit worked as a secretary for the Conde Nast
Publishing Co., in New York City during her C-S term.

"

"I really feel cheated. I was never able to go to
school with a Negro until I got to college. It is totally
segregated where I live." The sophomore co-ed from
Maryland was explaining why she wanted to spend her
Career-Service quarter working for the Alabama Council on Human Relations in Birmingham. She and 183
other students took advantage of the college's CareerService program during its second full year of operation.
More than 240 job opportunities in 18 states and
four foreign countries were made available to students
by C-S administrators. The career phase of the program is focused on occupational exploration - observing relationships between the world of work and academic study. The service phase helps students develop
a sense of social responsibility by locating jobs for them
in church and community projects.
Sophomores were placed in jobs in 45 cities in 17
states and four foreign countries. Only 13 students
chose to work in their hometowns. Eight held jobs in
foreign countries - Belgium, Haiti, El Salvador and
Mexico.

All the pipes were imported from Germany, Holland and Italy.
The organ has 22 ranks and is "tonally typical of the rebirth in
this country of an interest in classical voicing," according to
Mollema. A comparable organ built by a major manufacturer
would cost between $35,000 and $40,000.

This random selection of jobs undertaken by students reveals the geographic and intellectual scope of
the C-S program.
0

Rehabilitation aide, Institute for Crippled and
Disabled, New York City.

J

J

0

Engineering trainee, Addressograph-Multigraph
Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
0
Staff teacher and dormitory counselor, Sargent
Camp, Boston University, Peterborough, N.H.
0

Administrative assistant, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, Washington, D. C.
0

Pastor's assistant, First Baptist Church, Binningham, Mich.
0

Nursery day school teacher's aide, Hawthorne
Center, Northville, Mich.
0

Archives assistant and manuscript processor,
State Historical Society, Madison, Wis.
0

K.indergarten counselor, New York Protestant
Episcopal City Mission, New York, N. Y.

0

Language teachers' aide, Petoskey Public Schools,
Petoskey, Mich.
0
Research technician, Division of Biological Sciences, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
0
Newspaper advisor, student government counselor, Stillman College, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
0
Programmer, Control Data Corp., Minneapolis,
Minn.
0
Laboratory assistant, Medical School, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
0
Emergency ward orderly, Pontiac General Hospital, Pontiac, Mich.
0
Rehabilitation counselor, intern, Chicago State
Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
0
Marketing Researcher, Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo.
0
Museum display illustrator, Cranbrook Institute,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
0
Assistant to investment analyst, Detroit Bank and
Trust Co., Detroit, Mich.

Senior Research Expands

Dr. Wen Chao Chen, librarian, and Dr. Sherill Cleland, dean of
academic affairs, admire array of bound senior theses.

One of the goals of a liberal arts college is to pro·
vide its students with a certain degree of independence
and personal academic responsibility. Our senior offcampus study projects help us attain this goal. The
program moved from pilot project to full-scale opera·
tion in 1963-64. Every graduating senior either com·
pleted a project in his major field of academic interest
away from the classroom or served as a teaching intern
in high school classrooms across the country.
An independent project may be a thesis, detailed
report of lab research or field research. Its aim is to
provide a capstone of accomplishment in one's major
field, and not only develop research confidence and
skills, but provide an enriching personal experience.
Fourth-year students on their independent research quarters studied in 11 states and three foreign
countries. One Spanish major investigated the development of the theater in Bogota, Colombia. An Economics major visited Germany to compare operations
of a U.S. company's office there with its stateside ac·
tivities. Four language majors studied in Mexico City.
Their projects ranged from investigations of Mexican
students' political activities to an analysis of kinesics
of Mexican Spanish.

Selected Thesis Topics Reveal Interest, Variety, Depth

BIOLOGY
"A Symposium of Neurophysiological and Neurochemical Theories of Schizophrenia"
"The Mutual Toxic Effects of Carbon Dioxide, Nitrogen, and Oxygen when Respired under High Pressure"
CHEMISTRY
"The Synthesis of Some Compounds Related to
3', 4'-Dihydroxy-2-dimethylaminorcetophenone .to be
tested for Anti-leukemic Activity"
"The Nitration of 6·Hydroxy-4·Methylcoumarin"
ECONOMICS
"The Economics of Air Pollution with Emphasis on
Vegetation Damage"
"The International Economics of Jamaican
Growth"
"Branch Banking in the United States, 1790-1962"
POLITICAL SCIENCE
"Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg: lnsulationist-Na·
tionalist"
"Prospects for Stability in Nigeria"

'

ENGLISH
"The Origins and Evolution of the Fable"
"A Comparison of the Themes between August
Strindberg's Naturalistic and Expressionistic Dramas"
FRENCH- "The Development of the Modem French
Idiom"
PHYSICS - "Flexural Horns"
"Applied Electronics: Construction of an Alter·
nating Square Wave Current Generator for Nu·
clear Quadropole Resonance Spectroscopy"
SOCIOLOGY- "An Explanatory Study of the Functions of the Group in Recovery, Inc."
"Social Settlements in East Harlem"
GERMAN- "A Contemporary View: Heinrich Boll
(translation)"
HISTORY- "A Study of the Postwar Anglo-French
Quest for Security, 1921·1925"
"A Study of the Missionary in Sierra Leone, 18101860"
MATHEMATICS - "An Exposition of Hadamard Matrices"

Faculty Achievements
Three professors have completed either classroom
texts or scholarly works for publication in 1963-64. Dr.
Calloway, chairman of the Mathematics dept., is using
his new text in class (see photo, right.) Dr. Joe Fugate,
associate professor of German, received a contract from
Mouton & Co. for his book, "The Psychological Basis of
Herder's Aesthetic." Dr. David Collins of the French
dept., also negotiated with Mouton who has accepted
his book, "Thomas Comeille - Protean Dramatist."
Dr. Lloyd Averill, vice president, continued to
gain renown as both speaker and writer. One of his
many articles in the Christian Century, "Political Fun·
damentalism Profile," was reprinted to satisfy reader
demand. Other faculty whose scholarly opinions have
appeared in print include Dr. Harold Harris and Dr.
Walter Waring (English), Dr. Wen Chao Chen and
Dr. Don Flesche (Political Science), Dr. David Scarrow (Philosophy), Dr. Michael Mittelstadt (Classics),
John Komives (Economics) and Dr. Wayne Wright
(Physics). Dr. Wright also continues research in acous·
tics under a Naval grant and co-directs another Re·
search Corp.- sponsored project with Dr. Ralph Deal "
( Chemistry ) .
Dr. Raymond Hightower, sociology dept. chair·
man, was elected mayor of Kalamazoo in November
while serving as dean of academic affairs.
Dr. Sherrill Cleland, present faculty dean, was
economic advisor to the government in Jordan.
Kalamazoo's "novel excellence and renown" and Dr. Hicks'
leadership were recognized in May during the University of
Michigan commencement. He was awarded an honorary degree.
President Lyndon Johnson (left) addressed the graduates. Also
present was Gov. George Romney (extreme left).

Dr. Jean Calloway (left) uses his own textbook, Fundamentals of
Modern Mathematics in his "Introduction to Math" course. The
book is dJsigned for an 11-week quarter and tailored to serve
students who may not major in math or science. Dr. Peter
Boyd-Bowman, language dept. chairman, continued for the third
year as director of the Summer Spanish Language Institute,
training program for high school teachers.

Dr. Marion Dunsmore (center) retired in June after 35 years of
service. Delbert Long, Class of '34 alumni, honored him during
commencement dinner. Mrs. Dunsmore is at left. Dr. Duns·
more, a K-college graduate, was chairman of the department of
religion for 33 years. He served as registrar from 1957 to 1964.

Physical Horizons Widen as Enrollment Climbs
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Note: The market value of the Endowment and Reserves as of September 30, was $8 ,501 ,778 .

Financial Status

"likelihood of a favorable balance ... "
Continuing concern for improved academic, housing and sports facilities was reflected in the 1964-65
building progress on the campus. Commencement
weekend marked dedication of the Light Fine Arts
building (above), the $1.4 million structure which
houses Art, Music and Theater Arts and Speech departments. Most noteworthy feature is the Dorothy
Dalton theater (see inside front cover).
Sarah A. DeWaters Hall (left) has become the
campus home for llO co-eds. Erected at a cost of
$600,000, the newest women's residence features 54
double rooms, three singles, a main lounge, guest parlors, laundry, recreation room and a kitchenette.
Stowe Tennis Stadium's nine championship courts
were resurfaced from clay to fibrous asphalt ... Three
front courts also were lighted for night play.

When the year-around plan was introduced in
1962, we recognized that the annual audit would show
a loss because of the necessity of expanQ.ing a faculty
immediately as enrollment was added gradually. After
two transitional years in which the budgetary operations were upset, income surpassed expenditures in
1963-64 by $28,243. Now that the transitional period
has ended, the College should be able to realize the
financial benefits inherent in the four-quarter utilization
of facilities.
A total of $800,878 was added to the endowment
and permanent reserves, lifting the book value of the
portfolio to $7,239,843. The market value of the endowment fund and permanent reserves reflected the
general rise in the financial market. As of September
30, 1964, the current value of these holdings stood at
$8,501,778. The 24th Annual Fund reached a new high
of $162,095 as the number of donors rose to 2760, the
largest group of contributors in history. Gifts to educational operations totaled $253,970. With the added impetus of the first year of the Ford Challenge, gifts and
pledges for 1963-64 increased to $2,885,474. Of special
note is the fact that cash gifts qualifying for the 40%
matching grant of the Ford Foundation reached an en·
couraging $2,415,000.
Scholarship funds were endowed in tribute to
Florence Winslow, '06; Leo C. Hughes, '10; and Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Varney. Legacies were reecived
from the estates of Enos A. De Waters, '99; Sarah A. DeWaters, '00; Mrs. Edith H . Marvin, '05; Edith E. Pettee,
Cora J. Miller; and Mrs. Nina H. Smith. This probably
represents the largest number of legacies ever to come
to the College during one year.

At the end of 1963-64, the financial position of the
College is certainly favorable. Alumni and friends are
rallying in behalf of the Ford Challenge designed to
undergird adequately the financial structure of the institution. The same problem promises to answer the
major equipment and facility needs for the decade.
Meanwhile, the operational budget should continue
to indicate the likelihood of a favorable balance in the
years to come.
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GIFTS FOR TEN YEARS ........... $16,748,112
PLEDGES OUTSTANDING ........... $679,556
GRAND TOTAL FOR TEN YEARS .... $17,427,668
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SEPTEMBER 30,
ASSETS
EDUCATIONAL OPERATION FUND
Cash
Investments
Amounts due from others
Due from other funds
Other Assets

September 30, 1964

September 30, 1963

$ 91,586
493,486
8,503
154,862

$187,015
242,780
13,702
8,149
140,019

$748,437

$591,665

$190,822
18,667
97,609

-0-

$154,146
14,321
69,881
2,064

TOTAL EXPENDABLE FUNDS
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
Cash
Investments
Loans to students
Due from other funds

$307,098

$240,412

$194,203
7,706
218,144

-0-

$201,157
5,118
183,237
1,807

TOTAL LOAN FUNDS
ENDOWMENT AND LIFE INCOME AGREEMENT FUNDS
Cash
Investments
Due from other funds
Other Assets

$420,053

$391,319

34,034
6,927,552
72,029
24,256

$ 13,671
6,097,989

$7,057,871

$6,136,131

-0-

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL OPERATION FUND
EXPENDABLE FUNDS
Cash
Investments
Due from other funds
Miscellaneous

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND LIFE INCOME AGREEMENT FUNDS
PLANT FUND
Cash
Investments
Land, buildings, and stadiums
Furniture, automobiles and other equipment
Other Assets
TOTAL PLANT FUND
TOTAL ASSETS

$

$

273,006
1,863,794
8,465,159
1,927,852
5,000

-024,471

$

235,560
2,333,769
6,870,000
1,628,427

-0-

$12,534,811

$11,067,756

$21,068,270

$18,427.283

S H E E T S
1964 AND 1963

LIABILITIES
EDUCATIONAL OPERATION FUND
Due others for goods and services
Advance tuition payments
Due to other funds
Fund equity

$ 853,854
174,988
253,970
733,464
28,275
67,059

$ 755,900
87,380
179,576
639,087
37,937
59,599

$2,111,610

$1,759,479

312,985

378,809

$2,424,595

$2,138,288

$ 384,999
764,549
192,109
25,485
188,314
385,952
234,375
140,264
53,112

$ 378,270
756,124
129,428
27,836
205,592
372,994
160,153
93,877
47,979

TOTAL EXPENSE

$2,369,159

$2,172,253

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN FUND BALANCE

$

TOTAL INCOME
TRANSFERS- net (principally income and gifts
from expendable fund)
EXPENSES:
Administrative
Instructional
Foreign study program expenses
Library
Rent and maintenance
Board and dormitory expense
Scholarships and prizes
Additions to buildings and equipment
Athletics and student activities

c ..

55,436

$ (33,965)

September 30, 1963

$136,742
504,009
5,503
102,183

$118,947
425,971
-046,747

$748,437

$591,665

-0$ 60,651
246,447

$

TOTAL EXPENDABLE FUND
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
Deposit for student loans
Due to other funds
Fund equity

$307,098

$240,412

TOTAL LOAN FUND
ENDOWMENT AND LIFE INCOME AGREEMENT FUNDS
Due to others for goods and services
Due to other funds
Reserve for repairs to investment properties
Fund equities
Endowment funds
Life Income agreement funds

$420,053

$391,319

$

$

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL OPERATION FUND
EXPENDABLE FUNDS
Due to others for goods and services
Invested deposit
Fund equity

$

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND LIFE INCOME AGREEMENT FUNDS
PLANT FUND
Due to others for costs of new facilities
Due to other funds
Fund equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES

804
35,998
203,610

$

2,500
-0388,819

2,500
1,000
416,553

5,405
-03,869

1,039
79,222
5,723

6,493,306
555,291

5,820,282
229,319

$7,057,871

$6,136,131

$216,763
163,135
12,154,913

TOTAL PLANT FUND

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE EDUCATIONAL OPERATION FUND
YEAR ENDED
FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED
September 30, 1964 September 30, 1963

INCOME:
Tuition and fees
Foreign study program - student fees
Gifts
Room and board
Fees for use of facilities
Other

September 30, 1964

$

264,883
615
10,802,258

$12,534,811

$11,067,756

$21,068,270

$18,427,283

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
YEAR ENDED
FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED
September 30, 1964 September 30, 1963
Income from educational operation
investments and expendable gifts
Gifts for endowments and property additions,
and gains or losses on sale of assets
Expenses of educational operation
Expenditures for property additions
Summary of financial position at September 30:
Assets:
Cash
Investments
Real estate and equipment
Other
TOTAL ASSETS
Less Liabilities
NET ASSETS
Equities in the net assets:
Educational Fund
Expendable Funds
Student Loan Funds
Endowment and Life Income Agreement Funds
Plant Fund

$ 2,650,619

$ 2,210,147

2,771,536
2,369,159
1,905,066

1,019,593
2,172,253
888,971

$

783,651
9,311,205
10,393,011
410,765

$

791,549
8,693,977
8,498,427
363,493

$20,898,632
929,939

$18,347,446
855,865

$19,968,693

$17,491,581

$

102,183
246,447
416,553
7,048,597
12,154,913

$19,968,693

$

46,747
203,610
388,819
6,050,147
10,802,258

$17,491,581

traditions of the past. Their interpretations of academic freedom, which concept we espouse, causes them
to let go of time-honored ties and to build their own
lives, which are too often patterned after their peers or
else learned by trial and error.
This brings me then to our dichotomy. By tradition and experience we are convinced that a completely
permissive environment will not afford the best education. We should guide and at times control, helping
students to avoid the pitfalls that can retard growth.
But how can we guide without imposing our will upon
theirs? How can we lead without destroying initiative
and creativity?
In his latest book, Self-Renewal, John W . Gardner
has pin-pointed our concern and marked the road we
must follow. He writes: "If we indoctrinate young
people in a set of fixed beliefs, we are insuring their
early obsolescence. The alternative is to develop skills,
attitudes, habits of mind, and kinds of knowledge and
understanding that will be instruments of continuous
change and growth . . . But our schools cannot be preoccupied solely with innovation. They are concerned
with continuity as well as change. There are continuities in the human condition, continuities in our own
tradition, and lessons to be learned from the past. And
to each generation goes the responsibilities of combining the old with the new in its process of self-renewal."

Toward the future

"We must seek to enrich the academic life."
The road ahead will be crowded with opportunities. We find ourselves engulfed, both internally and
externally, in programs designed to upgrade the quality
of the College. Our innovations in year-around education, though accepted by an increasing number, remain unfinished. The battle will not be won until the
full-year concept becomes the pattern of higher education. Even then, a plan as individualized as ours will
always demand constant attention and frequent refinement.
More counseling and more personalized teaching
will be inevitable. Concentrated effort must be expended on the integration of the off-campus experiences into the academic life of the quadrangle. All too
often students complete two quarters of foreign study
only to return and remember the overseas experience
as a beautiful dream, a memorable hiatus between oncampus learning. All too often students spend their
sophomore quarter in a government office in Washington or in a research lab in Chicago or a mental hospital
in Detroit only to find little relationship between their
job experience and their classroom pursuits. We must
seek to unify the entire college program.
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The impact of the report to the Ford Foundation
will continue to affect the institution. This 125-page
study sets forth every idea which the minds of administration and faculty might conjure up. It projects all
justifiable expenditures as we strive to reach for the
stars. We must constantly seek to enrich the academic
life. We must expose students to the best thinking of
the ages through class, library and chapel. No effort
is too great and no expenditure too exhorbitant in our
search to find and hold a superior faculty. Thus the
Ford challenge will continue to stir our imaginations
and stretch our reach.
But our dreams for the future are predicated upon
the enlistment of $5,500,000 during the current threeyear period. At present the College family is in the
throes of the largest campaign in history. The encouraging totals of the first year must be repeated in the national fund-raising effort of 1964-65 in order to approach the challenge goal. Early enlistments indicate
that the quota, though high, can and will be met.
Kalamazoo College, and every college worthy of
the name, is confronted with another concern which
strikes at the core of its educational philosophy. It is
one which is shaking the very foundations of the
church-related liberal arts college. Regardless of our
wishes, the old order changeth. Regulations readily
accepted a generation ago will no longer be tolerated.
Student leaders are demanding a more permissive environment. Many look askance at the heritage and

Volunteer Leaders
Spur Fund Drives

Fred Fischer, chairman of the
Board of Trustees' finance committee, is directing efforts of
the Ford Challenge campaign.

AI Van Zoeren, prominent local
businessman and alumnus ('23),
heads up the Advance Gifts
committee of the Ford drive.
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The Ford Challenge Reporter
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Six-Figure Gift Is Received For New Men's Dormitory
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HICKS

President

Russell Kneen is chairman of
the 25th Annual Fund campaign.
An accounting firm partner,
Kneen also is president of the
local Chamber of Commerce.

Friend Of College Giv" Sl61 ,2~ Toward Building
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Floor plan for the new men's dormitory includes a series of small-scale living units
(left) not found in other dormitories on the
campus. They will contain two double rooms,
two single rooms, a bath and a living room .
The new plan uses space more effici~ntly
since it eliminates wasted hallway space
found in conventional dorms. The new units
should also eliminate the noise-producing
atmosphere produced by long hallways. By
placing one-third of the residents in private
rooms, the plan promotes privacy, but not
isolation. Construction of the three-story
structure is underway on Carmel street,
across from the Stowe Tennis Stadium. It is
expected to house approximately 100 men.
The new dormitory, Severn Hall, was named
in honor of H. H. Severn, professor of Greek
and Biblical literature and dean of the college from 1919 to 1947.
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Lively, frequent reports on the Ford Challenge campaign progress (ieft) and informative luncheons "on-stage" in the Dorothy
Dalton Theater for interested friends of the College (below)
were two ways devised to keep everyone concerned up-to-date
on development plans .

